Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 33

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across

2. to produce in a factory
4. the supervisors of an organization
7. to throw out forcefully
9. the words one uses
11. cosmetic treatment for the fingernails
13. to pull, dig, or draw out
14. an instruction book
17. She measured the angle with a ___.
19. Read the ___ at the base of the statue.
20. of or relating to hearing
21. to control by hand or by other means
24. We use our ___ chords when we speak.
25. viewers of a performance
26. topic
27. Don't ___ your desires on others.

Down

1. a vehicle for pulling farm machinery
2. The writer submitted a ___ to the publisher.
3. a material thing
5. related to producing or broadcasting sound
6. I ___ he must be late due to the traffic.
8. opposite of conceal
10. a feeling or expression of disapproval
12. a tryout for actors or musicians
15. a plan presented for consideration
16. Doctors ___ medicine.
17. movement or progress
18. The builder signed a ___.
19. A nurse will ___ medicine into the patient's vein.
22. a person who supports a cause
23. The United States ___ passed a bill.